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Chapter 1

In the darkroom, Ana Shen was lying alone on the soft big bed, she was
barely covered under the quilt.

Tonight is her wedding night with the second young master of Yejia.

There is no wedding, no banquet, only the back of a man in a wheelchair
waiting to come, and his deserted words, wash her clean and send me to bed,
I want to inspect…

Inspection…

To him, she was just a cargo, each taking what she needed.

Suddenly, the door opened, and Ana Shen’s whole body was so tight that she
couldn’t do it in an instant, pinching the quilt.

Rumor has it that the second young master of Yejia has a hateful face and a
violent temper. After his leg disease caused the defect in that area, he
became even moodier.

There are even rumors that he has killed five full wives, so that even people in
the city who are greedy for the wealth of the Ye family will not dare to marry
their daughter.

But Ana dare.



The Shen family was extremely short of money, and the group’s capital chain
broke and was on the verge of bankruptcy. Her father borrowed loan sharks,
and the result was profitable, which plunged the group and the Shen family
into a greater crisis.

The debt collectors came to the door, and everyone shouted and screamed at
them fiercely.

At this time, the life-saving straw of Yejia appeared, and the parents were
reluctant to sacrifice their innocent sister, so they gave her second marriage to
Yejia.

Unable to bear his father’s pleading, the grace of more than 20 years of
nurturing finally made Ana Shen come here to replace his sister to marry the
terrible No. 2 Young Master.

The sound of the wheelchair rubbing the floor gradually became clear, and
Ana Shen didn’t dare to make it out.

Through the darkness, one can see a figure getting closer and closer…

The quilt was suddenly opened, and then a big hand stroked it up. Rough and
cold, just like him.

“Ah!” Ana Shen couldn’t help screaming.

Only heard a sneer, the man came out in a low and indifferent voice: “Afraid?”

The movements of her hands were non-stop, slender fingers went all the way
down her cheeks, across her slender neck, delicate clavicle… and down, it
was an infinitely alluring scene.

Ana Shen held onto the quilt tightly, not allowing herself to escape.



But after the big hand passes through the flat lower abdomen, there is still no
tendency to stop, and it is still going down…

“Stop, stop!” When he was about to touch her sensitive parts, Ana Shen finally
couldn’t bear to grab his big hand.

It is said that men who have problems in that aspect are easily psychologically
distorted, which breeds some special hobbies, such as abuse!

Thinking of this, Ana Shen’s body shuddered more severely, and she
stumbled and said: “Ye, Ye Xiao, can you not do this, I…”

“No.”

Ana Shen’s body became stiff, and she could obviously feel her trembling
through the hands between the two.

“Hehe, such a young reaction, pretending to be like a baby.” The cold voice
was full of mockery.

Hearing his words, Ana Shen’s pupils on the bed shrank suddenly. Could it be
that he…

The next second, the lights were bright, and Ana Shen closed her eyes
subconsciously.

The man withdrew his hand, his sharp eyes fell on her, his thin lips lightly
opened: “Should I call you Erika Shen or Ana Shen? My wife.”

The dangerous tone made Ana Shen on the bed tremble severely, and when
he opened his eyes, he ran into a pair of deep and cold eyes.

Chapter 2



The man’s eyebrows and eyes are sharp, and under his wolf-like eyes is a tall
nose, and his thin, slash-like lips are pursed with a sneer arc. Although he
was sitting in a wheelchair, he had a forceful aura around him, and he couldn’t
let anyone approach him.

Is this the disgusting face in the rumor?

Ana Shen was a little stunned for a while, until the surrounding air suddenly
dropped a few degrees, she hurriedly sat up from the bed under the quilt, did
not dare to look directly at the man’s eyes, and said with a guilty conscience:
“Of course I, I am Erika Shen… …”

“Heh.” Walter’s eyes grew colder, and he took out an envelope from his pocket
and threw it in front of Ana Shen.

Ana Shen carefully picked it up and opened it, only to find that it was full of
photos and materials of her sister Erika Shen.

So, he knew her identity from the beginning?

Ana Shen’s hand holding the envelope tightened a little bit, and she bit her
lower lip, and she glanced at Walter with her eyes like a black glaze, calmly.

“The Shen family thought that Walter had leg problems, so he could not find
someone to stop them from doing so…”

Ana Shen lowered her eyes to defend in a low voice: “I am also the daughter
of the Shen family…”

“Daughter who just got divorced? Is the Shen family using Yejia as a recycling
station?” Walter’s eyes were cold again.



The ironic and straightforward words reminded Ana Shen of the nightmare
night a month ago. she bit her lower lip tightly, letting the pain remind her not
to lose temper…

Before she calmed down, the man’s cold voice was like a pot of cold water
hitting it again: “I’ll give you five minutes, get out of the night house.”

“What?” Ana Shen raised her eyes quickly, and looked into his black eyes.

If she is driven away, the Shen family will definitely offend Ye family. The
whole family put their hopes on her, even if she is reluctant, she can’t just
watch the Shen family fall into her own hands.

Ana Shen calmed down, and plucked up the courage to look directly at him
and said, “I know this is also the marriage arranged by your parents. It is the
same for you to marry anyone, otherwise you would not agree to this
marriage.”

“Instead of marrying you again, let me stay, I promise we have nothing to do
with each other.”

Having said this, Ana Shen raised her hands and made sure that her eyes
were filled with determination, but her white face was cautious, afraid that he
would not accept it.

It looks like…

Walter narrowed his eyes and looked at her.

In the end, Walter lifted his thin lips: “Just want to stay?”

Seeing his grinning expression, Ana Shen’s heart groaned, with an ominous
premonition, but she nodded.



The corner of Walter’s mouth was even more contemptuous. It was not the
first time that he saw this kind of woman who replaced his sister and married
into the Ye family in the hope of prosperity and wealth.

Fixedly staring at the person on the bed, opening his lips: “I will give you a
chance to stay…”

As soon as the light of joy appeared in Ana Shen’s eyes, she heard the man’s
devilish afterword: “Please me…”

Ana Shen was stunned, staring at the man beside the bed in disbelief.

“Why, don’t you understand?”

Walter sneered, “Don’t tell me, a second-married woman still doesn’t know
how to please a man.”

Hearing his words, Ana Shen clenched her fists severely.

She and Ben Lin did have a two-year marriage, but the other party has always
used the excuse to be busy and never touched her. Until the night a month
ago, she ran into Ben Lin and an enchanting pregnant woman lingering on
their wedding bed.

Her nightmare started from that moment…

“Speak!” The silence of Ana obviously made Walter lose his patience. He
stretched out his hand and tore off the bedding in front of her, and the
woman’s snow-white ketone body was revealed…

“What!”
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Ana Shen grabbed the quilt to cover her body in a panic, and wrapped herself
like a bullied white rabbit.

Although the alluring beauty was fleeting, Walter’s eyes darkened a bit, and
his cold voice was also a little hoarse, but he still laughed softly: “The pure
white rabbit’s human settings are not suitable for you.” Frowning, “Since you
can’t do it, just get out of here!” After speaking, he turned away while pushing
the wheelchair.

“and many more!”

Looking at Walter’s indifferent and ruthless back, Ana Shen was so anxious
that she got out of the bed wrapped in a quilt and shouted at Walter’s back, “If
you can’t, why are you torturing me like this? Isn’t it good for us to live in
peace?” It also saves you the trouble of marriage.”

Her words caused Walter to pause even when he was wearing a wheelchair.

He didn’t move, but his head turned slightly, the corner of his eyes was cold,
and his voice seemed to come from hell: “Who can’t you say?”

Walter’s dangerous eyes are like a beast stung in the dark night, it seems that
as long as Ana Shen says one more thing, he will immediately jump on you
and kill you.

How is this going? He is obviously a person with leg problems, but why is the
aura on his body so strong?

Walter had already adjusted the direction of the wheelchair back, and slowly
approached her, his eyes were dark and oozing.

Ana Shen, who was wrapped in the quilt, took two steps back subconsciously.



Walter, who was sitting in a wheelchair, had already arrived in front of her. He
moved quickly. He raised his hand and clasped her thin white wrists and
waved away the bloated bedding on her body.

“Ah!” Ana Shen just fell to his lap “frankly”.

“You just said who can’t do it?” Walter opened his lips coldly, and his sharp
eyes tightened her.

“Aren’t there rumors about you, you can’t do it…” Ana Shen said with a
flushed face, not knowing where to cover her hands in a panic, “You let me
go…”

The sudden approach caused Ana Shen to panic, and the hot masculine aura
on him surrounded her.

Vigorous, domineering, and dangerous.

This feeling…

It reminded Ana Shen of the man in the car at the time, and the aura on his
body was as domineering as the person in front of her.

Ana Shen’s face turned pale, and she would never forget the shameful night.

A month ago, after witnessing her husband’s betrayal, she was lost on the
street and was suddenly caught in the car by a man, and then everything went
out of control.

She struggled and screamed, but all the resistance was resolved under those
big hot palms.



She was separated and smashed into pieces like a rag doll until she was
dying.

The first time she was taken away on such a desperate night, she didn’t even
see who that man was…

“Just want Mrs. That Night so unscrupulous?”

The male voice in her ear pulled Ana Shen’s mind back, and then she
stiffened.

Because she found that Walter was pressing against her hotly somewhere.
She had just experienced something like that a month ago, how could she not
know what it was?

Ana Shen suddenly sweated on her forehead, covering his chest with one
hand, and pushing against him with the other: “You let me go first.”

This state is too dangerous.

“Heh,” Walter sneered, “What are you doing so nervously, haven’t you done
such a thing?”

Ana Shen looked at him stubbornly: “Don’t deceive people too much!”

“I said, you can stay, please me.”

Ana Shen’s face was pale and her lips trembled.

Looking at his beak-free eyes, Ana Shen was heartbroken, trying to throw
away all the shame, just like that, revealing herself in front of the man.
Shaking and reaching out, he began to unbutton his clothes.



One, two…

Suddenly, a nausea came.

“Oh.” Ana Shen retched uncontrollably.

Immediately there was a pain in her jaw, and Walter pinched her chin with one
hand, and a terrifying breath broke out all over her body: “I just made you
sick?”

Chapter 4

“No…” Ana Shen didn’t know if it was painful or anxious, tears were already
overflowing from the corner of her eyes.

She has already achieved this level, she can’t fall short! She must succeed in
staying at night home.

“I just…ah!”

Without a chance to explain, Walter pushed her away: “I am even more
disgusting for a woman like you who is a bitch and has to stand up an
archway.”

Without looking at Ana Shen who fell to the ground embarrassedly, Walter
turned and pushed the wheelchair away.

Seeing Walter’s back, Ana Shen bit her lower lip lightly.

He didn’t mention that she left Yejia again, so could she stay?



Wrapped in the quilt and returned to the bed, after waiting for more than ten
minutes, there was still no movement. Then Ana Shen was relieved. It
seemed that she had succeeded.

Ana Shen kept the vacant room for the whole night alone. If she wanted to
come to Walter, she should have acquiesced to her proposal—namely
husband and wife, not related to each other.

Ana Shen got dressed and went downstairs, while a group of servants were
busy.

Just about to step forward to ask them where the kitchen is, a broom suddenly
stretched out from under her feet, and Ana Shen staggered, immediately
leaping forward uncontrollably.

“what!”

Just as she was about to make intimate contact with the earth, a pair of big
hands helped her up in time.

Undecided, Ana Shen looked up and slammed into a pair of jade-like eyes.

“It’s okay, brother and sister.”

“Sisters?”

“I am Walter’s elder brother, my name is Curtis.” Curtis Ye said softly.

Before Ana Shen could answer, a cold voice suddenly sounded: “It seems that
I am not here at the right time.”

This voice…Ana Shen followed the voice and looked over.



Phillip pushed Walter, who was sitting in a wheelchair, over. Walter was sitting
in a wheelchair with a thin blanket covering his legs.

Although sitting in a wheelchair, he looks like a king over the world.

His eyes were cold, falling on Ana Shen’s face like a blade.

Meeting his gaze, Ana Shen couldn’t help shaking.

Only then did she realize that she was still in Curtis’s arms, and quickly
stepped back two steps to keep a distance from him, bowing her head with a
guilty conscience.

“Walter, it is rare to see you at home.” Curtis Ye still smiled at his younger
brother.

But Walter treated him differently. He didn’t even have an expression on his
face. He just nodded lightly: “Big Brother.”

“Well, the big brother won’t bother you and your younger siblings.”

After Curtis finished speaking, he looked at Ana Shen, and said gently:
“Brother and sister, the eldest brother has to go to the company, and leave
first.”

Ana Shen nodded blankly and watched Curtis leave. Just as she was about to
withdraw her gaze, she heard Walter next to her open mockingly: “Divorced
women are so hungry/thirsty? Can’t wait to start. Seduce/lead men?”

Hearing that, Ana Shen suddenly recovered, “What did you say?”

Walter’s eyes were dark, and there was a dark shadow under his eyes. Ana
Shen felt that his hostility was very heavy.



Ana Shen bit her lower lip: “I am not as dirty as you think.”

“Really?” The smile on Walter’s lips was extremely mocking, and he didn’t put
her in his eyes at all. “A woman who just got divorced and can’t wait to find
her second spring, really not dirty?”

Ana Shen clenched her fists, a little angry.

Is she looking for the second spring herself? She was also forced.

“You better keep your promises and have nothing to do with the people of
Yejia. If you let me find out what you are doing outside under the name of
Yejia, or what purpose you have for the people of Yejia, I will let you live. It’s
better to die.”

“Phillip.”

Phillip pushed Walter away.

After they left, a maid came over and said to her: “Second young lady, our old
man wants to see you.”

Father? Is it Yejia’s grandfather?

Ana Shen suddenly became nervous.

My mother said before that none of the Ye family had seen Erika Shen, so
they dared to let her marry Erika Shen so presumptuously.

Now that the old man wants to see her, he won’t be exposed, will he?

Ana Shen followed the maid nervously.



“Second young lady, please come in.”

The maid’s attitude was very humble, and Ana Shen thanked her and walked
into the study cautiously.

The study room was similar to what she had imagined, with classical
decorations and bookshelves. There were all kinds of pen and ink calligraphy
and painting on the shelves, which were solemn and solemn.

Just taking a look, Ana Shen immediately retracted her gaze and looked at the
person in the room: “Master, you, hello.”

Ana Shen’s gaze towards the old man of Yejia was caught by his shrewd
gaze.

Old man Ye is looking at her.

Thinking of his identity, Ana Shen suddenly became nervous, and dropped his
eyes at a loss, for fear that Old Man Ye would see the guilty conscience in his
eyes.

Walter has temporarily fixed it, but if the old man finds out that she is not really
Erika Shen, what will happen?

“Erika Shen.”

“Huh?” Ana Shen raised her head reflexively, and then quickly lowered her
head after meeting the old man’s gaze.

Master Ye’s eyes were sharp, and his words were extremely serious.



“Walter has been in poor health since he was a child. Since you are married to
him, you will take good care of him in the future. As a wife, what should I do,
don’t I need to teach you?”

“I know.”

“From tomorrow, you will work with Walter as his assistant.”

Hearing that, Ana Shen raised her eyes in surprise: “But…”

“That’s it, you will go with Walter when you go to work tomorrow, and you will
never leave!”

Chapter 5

Without giving Ana Shen the time to refuse, the Yejia master directly made a
final decision, waved and let her leave.

In order to cause unnecessary disputes and reveal her identity, although Ana
Shen was depressed, she decided to quit her original job and obey the
arrangements of her father.

The next day, Old Man Ye directly asked Walter to take her to the company.

“You don’t find an assistant, I know what you are worried about, but now that
Erika Shen is your wife, let her follow you to take care of you.”

The tone of the old man Ye when he spoke to Walter was still the same as
when she was facing him. Ana Shen felt a little strange. What’s the matter?
She thought that the grandfather and grandson would have a good
relationship.



While thinking about it, Ana Shen felt a sharp gaze fall on his face, and she
didn’t need to think about knowing who it was.

Walter stared at her mockingly: “Okay.”

Ana Shen was a little surprised, she thought he would refuse.

“Well, let’s go.” Old Man Ye’s expression eased.

Walter was expressionless while sitting on the wheelchair, Phillip nodded to
the old man, “Master Ye, let’s go to the company first.”

“Bring Erika Shen.”

Ana Shen had to follow Walter.

Out of the hall, when he reached the garden, Walter said mockingly: “You
have a good relationship with the old man so soon? Want to monitor me?”

Ana Shen’s pace was stopped, and her eyebrows wrinkled.

“I do not understand what you are saying.”

ef155374 “Heh,” Walter sneered: “You better never understand, otherwise…”

Walter did not continue to say the following words, but Ana Shen knew that it
carried a naked threat.

Ana Shen was a little angry. She quit because of her job, and kept following
his ass all day long.

She was not willing to say that they were unrelated, but now they are forcibly
tied together.



Wordlessly walked outside the gate, Walter, who was sitting in a wheelchair,
was taken to a special car, and Ana Shen subconsciously wanted to bend
down and get in, not wanting Phillip but reached out to stop her.

“Miss Shen, this is our Mr. Walter’s special car.”

Ana Shen paused: “What do you mean?”

Walter turned his head and looked at her, with mocking expressions in those
calm and deep eyes: “If you want to be my assistant, you are not qualified.”

Hearing that, Ana Shen’s expression changed: “Then why did you promise
Grandpa again?”

Walter no longer pays attention to her, withdrawing his cold gaze, Phillip
prepared to close the car door expressionlessly, Ana Shen stretched out her
hand to block it, and asked Walter: “You are gone, what should I do?
Grandpa…”

Speaking of Old Man Ye, Walter’s eyes flashed violently, and he narrowed his
eyes, staring at her dangerously.

“Phillip, tell her the route and let her walk on her own.”

Ana Shen: “…” How could there be such a bad person?

Phillip reported the route to her blankly, and then closed the car indifferently.

Walter looked at the petite figure standing at the door through the rearview
mirror with a stern look, but he withdrew his gaze at a glance.

After a while, he thought of something, and his thin lips moved slightly: “Is
there any news about the woman I asked you to find?”



Speaking of this, Phillip replied apologetically: “Shao Ye, that road was not
monitored. It happened that the rain was so heavy that day, and the night was
too dark to see passers-by. However, please give me some more time. I
believe it can be found out.”

Hearing this, Walter’s breath became colder again, and Feng Rui was hidden
in his eyebrows: “One month, if you plan carefully, that woman should be
pregnant at this time.”

Phillip was startled. A woman who didn’t know his name and looks was
pregnant with Mr. Walter’s child? Then this is no joke, Phillip’s expression
became serious.

“Understood, I will arrange for people to pay attention to what’s going on in the
hospital.”

Walter constricted his eyes.

He has never touched a woman, the woman that night was the first!

Therefore, she must be found!

Chapter 6

It took Ana Shen half an hour to get to the Yeshi Group.

After soaking with the security guard at the front desk for a long time, she
finally got on the elevator with the help of Curtis Ye.

“Go out and go to the right to the end is Walter’s office. I have other things, so
I won’t accompany you there. Can I find my way?”

Hearing, Ana Shen nodded quickly: “Well, thank you brother.”



“You’re welcome.”

Seeing his leaving back, Ana Shen couldn’t help but shook his head with
emotion: Obviously they were all born to the same parents, why is one such
gentle gentleman and one such annoying?

Ana Shen took a deep breath and walked towards the end resignedly.

Finally saw the office door, Ana Shen stretched out her hand and was about to
knock on the door. The door actually opened directly, and an unknown object
was pushed out.

Ana Shen couldn’t dodge, was hit, and fell to the floor.

The unknown object fell with her.

“Ah! Walter, how can you treat me like this!”

Only then did Ana Shen discover that the woman who had just hit her was a
woman with heavy makeup but disheveled clothes. After she fell, she quickly
got up and pointed at the person inside and yelled.

Walter’s tall figure is sitting in a wheelchair, his eyes are pitch black and
terrifying, his body exudes a strong aura, and his thin lips slightly open: “Go
away.”

“You!” The woman trembled with anger, “Walter, who do you think you are? If
you are not the second young master of the Ye family, you think Miss Ben can
see you? It’s just a handicapped person, you really treat yourself Become a
treasure? Actually refused me several times!”

The scolded and disabled Walter’s eyes turned cold, and his hostility was
extremely deep.



Just when the woman wanted to say a few more cruel words, Ana Shen on
the side suddenly stood up and said, “Even if my family’s Walter is incomplete,
don’t you still rush over to this lady eagerly? Now you can’t eat grapes and
say grapes. Sour?”

As soon as the words fell, the flirtatious woman who had been ridiculed was
about to turn angrily to Ana Shen, and pointed her finger at her sharply: “Who
are you, is it your turn to speak here?”

Ana Shen smiled slightly, raised her hand, and suddenly slapped the
opponent severely.

A crisp sound rang in the corridor.

The coquettish woman covered her face in disbelief: “You dare to hit me?”

“Snapped!”

In exchange for another loud slap.

Even though she was wearing flat shoes and full face, Ana Shen’s aura at this
time was 1.8 meters, and she looked at the beaten woman with her chin open:
“I am Walter’s wife. In front of the original partner, you seduce my husband.
I’m dead!”

Seeing that the other party was still unwilling to point at himself, Ana Shen
said in a full posture: “Don’t get out? Do you want me to ask the security
guard to strip you off and throw you on the road?” she took out his mobile
phone and called the security guard.

“You, you…” The woman clutched her swollen face in embarrassment, and
said unwillingly before leaving, “You wait, I will let you kneel and beg me
sooner or later.”



Ana Shen raised her hand to beat her again, scared the other party and fled
immediately.

Seeing the little white rabbit who was in front of him suddenly changed his
personal appearance, Walter couldn’t help but deepen his eyes as he looked
at her: there are scrutiny and inquiries, and with a bit of incomprehensible
affection…

Until Ana Shen turned her head to look at him, Walter immediately recovered
his cold appearance, and said without ups and downs: “I underestimate you.”

Ana Shen shrugged indifferently: “Although it is a name, we are husband and
wife. As wives, how can we allow other women to seduce and defame their
husband?”

Walter couldn’t help but froze for a few seconds with the words that the other
party should have said. After realizing his gaffe, he immediately sneered:
“Heh, there are so many women in second marriages, and it is really smooth
to call each husband one by one.”

The mocking words made Ana Shen frown and show her eyebrows. After
thinking of the task the old man had assigned him, Ana Shen walked behind
Walter, grabbed his wheelchair, and said: “Okay, I have already followed your
request. Come here by yourself, shouldn’t you keep your promise?”

Before he could answer, Ana Shen pushed him inside and asked, “What do
you need me to do?”

Walter didn’t answer, but the aura on his body became strong and forcing
people to rise, he sneered: “It seems that you really don’t know how to write
death words.”

Ana Shen pursed her lips: “I don’t want to be your assistant, but this is what
Grandpa meant.”



“Are you using him to suppress me?” The deep voice was full of danger.

“Why bother? I am also a victim, isn’t it good to be considerate of each other?”

Ana Shen noticed that there was some chaos in the office, and some
documents were lost on the ground, which should have been caused by the
woman who left just now.

Thinking of this, she stepped forward and knelt down to pick up the files, and
put them on the table after finishing.

Walter looked at this series of actions and his eyes became gloomy.

It’s a joke that a woman who loves vanity is still the old man’s eyeliner, and
she has moved her compassion because of her previous behavior. What she
did is just a means to get close to herself!

I have to say that this woman is better than the previous ones.

It happened that Phillip came in at this time.

“Young night, the meeting will begin in five minutes.”

Seeing Ana Shen, Phillip’s gaze paused, but she didn’t expect that she would
actually come over.

Walter wanted Phillip to push him away directly, but suddenly thought of
something, a sharp flash of black eyes flashed, “Want to be an assistant?
Then give you a chance.”


